The New Generation XML Publishing System

Configurable

Complete Toolkit

Loose-Leaf Publishing

RSuite Publish is an XML publishing system that utilizes powerful
rendering development to publish complex, highly-styled documents. It
can be integrated with DITA and XML editing tools using free plug-ins for
XMetal and oXygen. Whether you have a single author, or a team of
authors, RSuite Publish can get your data where it's needed in a form that
maximizes its value.
With RSuite Publish composition is fully automatic and can be intergrated
seamlessly into an existing CMS. It provides a simple point and click
interface for stylesheet development, eliminating the need for complex
XSLT/FO stylesheets.

Cloud-based

Innovative Features

Design and customize content with stylesheet
design tools.
Auto-generate indexes, tables of contents,
PDF bookmarks, cross-referencing and
hyperlinks.

RSuite Publish excels when XML content

Create outputs from any DITA document
instantly with out-of-the-box stylesheets.

and/or at frequent intervals. With RSuite

Integrate with XML and DITA editing tools
using plugins for XMetal and oXygen.
Enable loose-leaf publishing with versioning
and differencing, release packs, filing
instructions, and list of effective pages.

must be delivered in several formats

Publish you can define the styling
requirements for multiple output formats
with a single stylesheet in a fraction of the
time required by traditional methods

Experience a point and click interface with
stylesheeting; a graphical page layout editor,
and automatic stylesheet generation for new
document types.
Utilize CALS and HTML tables, automatic
footnotes, side notes, and floats.
Future-proof content automatically.
Store stylesheets and use them to generate
output documents on demand.
Experience hyphenation for 30 European
languages and more.

The RSuite Publish dashboard allows
multiple authors to access a shared
repository. Authors can edit their data and
see a preview of the published version
through the same intuitive interface. The
repository also stores the style

Benefits of Using Orbis Products &
Solutions

information for each publication.

Orbis software has a global user community who work with our product developers to improve our
products. Our user base plays a critical role in shaping the way we upgrade and maintain our products.
All Orbis clients have access to a 24/7 help desk and with product documentation and support.

www.orbistechnologies.com

